
              
 
The Upper Peninsula Misses You is a book of poems that tells an unpitying family tale with 
brutal sympathy—a narrative that is fractured by semi-historical acts or section breaks. While 

it is very much writing of place, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, the broken landscapes and 
languishing families can be found all across America. 

 

Not unlike some of the best writers of setting—including Willa Cather, Laura Ingalls Wilder, 

Cormac McCarthy, and maybe the closest comparison, Michigan poet Philip Levine—Mark 

Magoon understands how setting affects character, success, and failure. In The Upper 
Peninsula Misses You, Magoon shows how sometimes circumstances both self-created and 
beyond our control militate against our having what we most desire. He captures this strain 

between people and their times and places in language that is beautiful but not needlessly 

showy, and in a tone that is un-pitying, and maybe more importantly un-self-pitying. He picks 

his targets and writes into the heart of them with brutal sympathy. —Kathleen Rooney, 

author of O, Democracy! 
 

Mark Magoon’s The Upper Peninsula Misses You evokes the specific geology of the land he 

writes about: the slow passage of time and glaciation, the ever-present mines, and the 

inescapable relationship of people to the natural world. I was an avid reader of Magoon’s work 

before I knew of his connection to Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, and as both of my parents 

grew up in the U.P., it was with great anticipation that I opened this book. And all of that anticipation was answered. Not only did Magoon’s 

poems show me my own Upper Peninsula in an unexpected light, they also gave me a brand new Upper Peninsula to consider. The first line 

of the first poem starts the reader off with the idea that “a beginning is never too small,” and for me, that single line encapsulates a work that 

begins with a place and a narrative, a work that transforms the personal to the universal and back again through many iterations. —Jennifer 

Finstrom, Poetry Editor, Eclectica Magazine 
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Mark MagoonMark MagoonMark MagoonMark Magoon writes poetry and short stories. His publication credentials feature works of poetry 

and creative nonfiction that have been nominated for Best of the Net and the Pushcart Prize. His 

poetry can be found or is forthcoming in numerous literary journals, magazines, and all over the 

web; including, After Hours, Blast Furnace, Blue Fifth Review, The Broken Plate, Burningword 
Literary Journal, DIAGRAM, DIALOGIST, Eclectica, The Fictioneer, Ghost Ocean Magazine, 
Midwestern Gothic, The Nervous Breakdown, and Squawk Back. His lyric essay, Chef!Chef!Chef!, 
was featured at Burrow Press Review as part of their Creative Nonfiction Month. His writing has 
been shared at numerous readings and events; most notably as part of The Open Door Reading 

Series at the famed Poetry Foundation in Chicago. Magoon writes, teaches writing, and tutors in 
Chicago. 
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Once, my fists just clenched, but 

not now. Now I throw every Petoskey stone 

 

and honestly, they’re all the same. 

Late at night I exhale, I become a well 

 

drop all the life down my body 

and pretend I will never hit bottom. 

 

And still 

my brain always comes back 

 

on that last gasp of oxygen 

to imagine a world without them 

 

and after each time 

I breathe again. And each time after 

 

I say: It doesn’t matter. 

And it doesn’t, not really. 

Overcoming an Ice AgeOvercoming an Ice AgeOvercoming an Ice AgeOvercoming an Ice Age    

    Part IIPart IIPart IIPart II    

For my mother, of course 
 

In Michigan sisters were never from the start. In Michigan, 

more so than anywhere else, you must speak slowly,  

for 14,000 years have been thawing what has been unmade, 

moved, and melted. In Michigan, cold cleaved and  

the head fell, then the body crumpled. And now I tell you, 

Sister Michigan, the Upper Peninsula misses you— 

she wishes she was head and you all shoulders to her chin. 

She wishes only to lean upon, not to lie. Sister Michigan, 

the Upper Peninsula misses you, wishes she never left. 
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